Quantitative ultrastructural study of nuclei from exfoliated benign and malignant mesothelial cells and metastatic adenocarcinoma cells.
Various approaches, including morphometric image analysis, are currently being used to improve the distinction between diffuse mesothelioma and metastatic adenocarcinoma of the serous membranes. Since exfoliated cells of malignant mesotheliomas were thought to have nuclear profile contours with greater irregularity than the similar profiles in metastatic adenocarcinoma cells in pleural effusions, this and other nuclear parameters were measured in ultrastructurally examined preparations from three cases of reactive mesothelial hyperplasia, seven examples of diffuse mesothelioma and three cases of metastatic adenocarcinoma (with primaries in the ovary, esophagus and prostate). Contrary to the subjective impression, the nuclei in metastatic adenocarcinomas actually had a mean nuclear contour index greater than that found in diffuse mesotheliomas; statistically, the difference was not significant. Likewise, such other nuclear parameters as nuclear area, condensed chromatin area and contour index, percentage of condensed chromatin and number of condensed chromatin clumps per nuclear profile did not discriminate between malignant mesotheliomas and adenocarcinomas metastatic to pleural surfaces. These morphometric results quantitate the similarities in nuclear size, nuclear shape and condensed chromatin arrangement in these two types of tumor and explain why the cytopathologist has such great difficulty in distinguishing between exfoliated mesothelioma and adenocarcinoma cells in most cases.